
Touchless Beverage Selection & Dispensing Solutions https://commercial.bunn.com/virtualtouch

VirtualTOUCH™



VirtualTOUCH™ 

FOR FAST CUP® & SURE IMMERSION® 

A QR-Code that enables an operator to scan, select and  
dispense a fresh beverage and watch the entire process unfold 
on the machine screen by following prompts that appear on 
the consumer’s smartphone.

What You Need 
BUNNlink® hardware and annual subscription available with 
new equipment or a field upgradeable service kit. You will 
also need the latest operating software which provides  
VirtualTOUCH Dispense.

How It Works
Simply scan a QR-Code using a smartphone. You will be taken 
to a mobile web page where you can make a drink selection, 
follow simple prompts on your mobile device, and watch the 
drink progress unfold on your equipment’s screen.

SCAN SELECT ENJOY

Simply scan a QR-Code 
using a smartphone



What You Need 
The current software which enables the VirtualTOUCH option to be selected. 

What You Need 
The Nitron Touchless kit or the JDF touchless Kit

JDF® AND NITRON® TOUCHLESS ADD-ON KIT 
Add this kit to your JDF or Nitron for an easy, no-touch alternative 
to dispensing beverages.

CRESCENDO® Technology
The operator selects and dispenses a beverage by hovering a fingertip in front of a sensor without 
touching the machine. 

How It Works 
Simply place a cup on the drip tray below desired dispense 
nozzle and hover a hand or finger in front of the corresponding 
sensor below. 

How It Works 
The operator selects and dispenses a beverage by hovering a fingertip in front of a sensor without 
touching the machine. This optional technology allows users to make desired beverage selection 
without touching the machine. 
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Contact your BUNN representative for additional information about VirtualTOUCH.

Anti-Mirobial Film: This film covers your common contact 
points and allow your equipment to function normally without leaving 
a sticky residue when replaced. 

Available in full sheets or pre-cut sizes.

Tap-Kins™: Equipment that utilizes handles can now be a 
reliable way to dispense beverages while ensuring clean contact.  
Tap-Kins are biodegradable and recyclable sleeves that users can  
easily take from a dispenser, slide over any handle, and discard 
without any direct surface contact.

Dispenser and sleeves sold separately
Sleeves are sold by the case; 
300 sleeves per roll and 10 rolls per case

Anti-Microbial Parts: Clean contact beverage solutions are
available for equipment you already own. BUNN offers anti-microbial 
replacement parts for high-frequency contact points such as faucets, 
handles, and dispense membrane switches. Anti-microbial film can 
be applied to touchscreens, touch switches, membrane switches, 
and handles.

Anti-microbial faucets, handles, and films can easily be self-installed
Anti-microbial membrane switches will require technician installation

Faucet Adapters: Existing BUNN  
equipmentand servers can be part of a clean con-
tact beverage program. Stainless-steel faucet 
adapters attach to BUNN Soft Heat®,  
ThermoFresh®, and tea dispensers, allowing for 
easy cup-push service.

Push Style Faucets: BUNN servers, new
or old, can be outfitted with push-style faucets 
that emphasize clean contact. These faucets 
are easy to install and offer a clean contact 
solution for beverage dispensing.


